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SCANDALS THE CURRENCY BILL

If the clearing-house banks of the national capital set out to crowd out, or supplant, any banks which had presumably invaded their field, it will not be long before the nation's clearing-house association in this land has done that thing. It has already done, as the Treasury put another $1,000,000 of the public money to bolster the situation and facilitate the absorption of the trust company by a stronger concern, it had been only a petty argument for the enactment of the Currency bill.

The net result is another and more important argument for the enactment of the Currency bill.

To do the evil and irresponsible powers of life and death, which clearing-house associations have accumulated, would be a great task, and easy to make an argument for the enactment of the Currency bill would do this. It is time to remove the Treasury Department of the Comptroller's office, and the temptation of mining in public business affairs at the discretion of the Comptroller. The Currency bill would do this. The same comittee is presently the subject of a joint resolution that shall mandate into violent Treasurer-

A SPECIOUS APPEAL

Former Senator Beveridge made a special plea, in New Orleans, recently, for the permanent reinstallation of the Republican party. He argued that the party which now is a bar to that work, as it was a bar to legislation once after another. The appeal is fatal, following the appeal for the work of the Republican party.

In the appeal of the Republican party, which was born, he says, to save the union, but just at this point, the Indiana statesman became a statesman. The party that he now desires to be brought to the work of legislation, has by its work in the war, it is not true that the work of legislation is that which the statesman was accustomed to this work of legislation.

In performing it's work of defending the national sovereignty, the party made itself an object of the popular approval, but that the south can never forget it, so much worse for the work of legislation, which the Republican party in the old statesman, still is but an ex-200 not for exhaustion.

But the Republican party did not stay with the program of the union. It has had a great historic since the war. It has characterized the party in other issues. It has been the party of sound money, now endorsed by the democratic currency bill of vigorous measures, which forms the most important policy of the United States administration of protection, by which the products of the nation have a wonderful development. It is by means certain that the policy of protection has lost its usefulness.

These things are of more concern now than the completed cause, which the political party in our time. If the south is not recovered, the southwest, and the southern states cannot elect the republican party for having the entire control of the great kind of a gift. The thoughtful use in the recognition of a desire for that, will be the effect of the American people. But Beveridge sold the south a wrung in his assumption. The south would no bitterness toward the north if the state of the republic.

The effort of Beveridge to the political party that the presidential string in the north for the protection of the people, of the republican party, is the greatest nonsense, behind ridicule.

ADVICE FOR THE PROFITABLE PRODUCTION OF HICKS

"To produce pork profusely large hogs can grow continuously on pasture and corn particularly planted for them, or can be purchased by the farmers' cooperative branch of the Bank of Industry, which also, in quantity and unexploited to the practice of the past, the market has thinned them which had taken when wheat and corn was ready, and a crop of the practiced the hogs that have the facility of a better but less than 12,000,000,000 hogs have been used. It differs from the pasture business, and exposed to the experiment of harvesting, salmon, and sugar 20,000 1000 feet. The fact that the stock last winter was found to have been as fresh and the thistles have not been taken into effect. It had worked entirely to feed 135 head of cattle and horses and they curbed through the winter looking for more to feed, and building up similar in all the various places where the sun has been used tape, 42 foot on the form of the hillside.
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Now Alferd Potts, he say he know There isn't any Santa Claus! An' he say his pa he tell him An' that he tell him so buhcahse He say that Alferd's old enough. Not to.buhheve that Kind of stuff But grampa say that Alferd's wrong, And grampa has lived awful long.

My grampa he just laugh when I Tell him what Alferd Potts he said. Grampa says, "An' a Santa! My! W'y, Santa's whole lots older 'n me— He come to my first Christmas tree." So Alferd Potts tell him. Buhcahse my grampa ought to know.

My grampa take me on his lap An' says, "I mind as plain as day When I was just a little chlap About your size, how some one thing That ain't a Santa Claus true Now, it make me feel like you do now. An' for a while I purty near Buhleived it, too, but it seemed queer.

My grampa say 'at Santy Claus He's fond o' little girls and boys That's why he don't go out at nigh An' never makes un-seem-ly noise An' he say he has seen him—Yes! O, most a thousand times, I guess. "How does he look?" he say. "Let's see. Well, what if he looks some like me?"

I ast my grampa after while If Santy Claus is really so. An' then he look at me, an' smile, An' says, "When you're a man, you'll know. Before you was a baby, you was a man." So now, then! Alferd never knew Nor much him nor pat o' his Is half as old as grampa is!

(Copyright by W. O. Chambers)

DERIVED FROM THE HEARTBEAT
Custom of Decorating With Greens a Christmas Tree Once Was Under Church's Ban.

Did you know that the custom of dressing our houses, shops and churches with greens at Christmas time is derived from a practice which prevailed centuries before the birth of Christianity? The custom is an old one in the East, among the Celts, and even the Jews, used greens in their religious ceremonies, and while, for a time, the decorations were under the ban of the church—the love for them was so strong that it was not long before they were again in use. Some of the everlasting wafers of that day found a deep religious significance in the practice.

The favorite decorations in homes at Christmas time have long since been replaced by evergreens, but the traditions of the house the tree and miscellaneous variations with the help of foliage, and decorations. If one desires to be true to the ancient custom, all Christmas dec-

PHONE BANKS BANK ROBBERY
Police of St. Paul Arrest Four Men in Mysterious Tip From an Unknown Source.

Ralph W., a young man, sent a telephone message, received at the police station here, that was sent to such an extent that four men were planning to go to the First National Bank and rob it. The bank, a signed contract, was not signed by any one to be given to the scene and four men with rifles were expected. The men of the men were burning about the block and a north, where it was believed had been standing in the doorway, was after a man through the business district.

The three are Roy Noble, Robert Duffy, David Hill and George Woods. Knowing in police records and Gibbs, owing terms in Whitman and the three are present, and were arrested. The theory has been advanced that a false telephone called the police after quarreling with his companions.

CHANGE EMERGENCY RATION
Secretary of War Garrison Has Or- dered Changes Omitted in Future.

Washington, D. C.—Changes in the schedule of the army as an emergency diet, have been ordered and Secretary Garrison has ordered that so much of supplies of this kind shall be issued to troops. This ration has been found in current use. While its nutritious value is pronounced good and its keeping qualities excellent, Dr. C. E. Longsworth of the Agricultural De- partment has reported that it is de- ductive in its possibility and there- fore unsuitable to the health of the consumers.

During Longsworth is attempting to develop a new emergency ration which will meet the needs of the military service.

HE SAVED A BABY FROM FIRE
A Kansas City Restaurant Keeper Got Injured After Baby Was On Fire.

Kansas City.—D. N. R. Ias, a restaurant keeper, saved Robert Harrter, a small infant (from death in a fire in a fifth Kainton street about the other night.

The fire, in the southwest, was allowed in a room with older child, who was discovered. A fireman caught fire and the other children, saving the infant. The restaurant is located on the other side of the fire, with an intense of smoke, and the insurance of the area to the safety of the baby. The child herself is ignited. The infant was burned on fire and burned.

VILLA RULES IN CHIHUAHUA
Mexican Rebel State Itself as Dictator and Issues Foreign Censorship.

PN.—American, Germans and Spaniards, who have taken charge of all consulates in this city, the rebel leader, virtually has internationalized dictatorial dictation, and that he refused to heed the requests of representatives of foreign governments.

They asserted that the rebel leader had seized a million dollars worth of bonds belonging to foreign, had put to death about twenty Mexican citizens, including Swedish nationals, for "minor crimes," and that the said lawmen were free to commit any crime to carry on the war.

A CONDUCTOR SHOT A NEGRO
Passenger on "Wild Buggsy" Hit Attached Porter of a Rock Island Train.

Ruth, Kan.—O. Thompson, conductor on Rock Island train No. 25, which was last night, was shot at North Lawrence. At the Kansas City station, the conductor was shot at twice, but neither man was hurt. The conductor discovered the Negro on the train, and the order was given to leave the train. The conductor shot at the porter, who was killed, and then shot back at the porter with rifle and revolver.

Houston Fitted Diplomat.
Williams.—Secretary of Agri- culture, who has been representative of the United States, has visited some of the negroes and negroes at the state, who have been released from the prison. The negroes reported on in the Department of Agriculture.
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This is the week before Christmas. The center of American thought is not now far away but is centered on each American home. It glows on all faces, and in hearts and hands, and shines with brightness, radiance, for it is the self-centered thought of love.

The air is charged with the kinship to the others. All have thought this week will be about what Mary will be most pleased with and how happy mother will be when she sees that nice little dress I bought for her. Nothing can destroy the pleasure of Christmas morning, but the week before is just as intense and longer drawn out.

The morning of Christmas day is rich in its reverence and smiles, but the week before Christmas is educational in soul and heart.

The heart begins to sprout at Thanksgiving and it swollen until the week before Christmas when it is ready to burst out in full bloom from the accumulated sap of human kindness by which it has been fed. The week before Christmas has never had its dues. The brightest week of Christmas that ever happened was some twenty, thirty, forty or fifty years ago—its lessons to count dates. You remember all about it. You were a little thing then, and never in after life were quite so important to yourself. There were something which a virgin woman when you entered the room and when you hung up at midnight you fished the lamp and burned it and your mother still up and walking on something that she put under the chair when you turned over in your bed. The old turkey guide in the pen was gobbling all day long to his former associates on the outside and eating corn with a gluttony which was to hog its own remnants. You found out for the first time that the business world had been working overtime all year especially to stock up on Christmas gifts for the boys and girls. You had your own gifts for the others hidden where one of your schoolmates could not find it. You have not found them—in the middle of the wood pile or hung long in the sun to keep them in the field. There is never a week before Christmas to equate that came then.

Christmas to the student is a twofold interest—a material and a spiritual. Some love it because it is "Christmas," and some love every bit of it because it is the real declaration of "peace on earth" and good will toward all men. Families may be scattered during the rest of the year, but at this time their members strive to re-unite. And when, if this is impossible, the exclusion ever turns their faces longingly towards home and hearth.

Whatever may have been its origin and whatever authorities may have gathered about it, its adoption to different people and different circumstances, it is to us Americans today a practically national feast.

YE SLAVES OF THE WOOD

There are fathers and mothers all over the land.

A dressing and smoking as hard as they can. When the children are scolded and rushed off to bed, all dirty and ragged, and crying for bread. Many thousand young men in one land day by day.

Are puffing cigarettes and dying away.

The filthy old stuff, fair ladies will dip.

And spoil their great beauty in filling their lips.

A very small lathie sitting on mother's knee

A chewing tobacco, and a sight to see;

The boys and the girls, just now in their primes,

Are learning to sit-they'll tire some time.

A father once said with his eyes full of tears,

"If cannot quit chewing—I'll try it for years."

While thinking young men may say it really regrets

That he ever did learn to smoke cigarette.

A smilin' mother O, what a shame!

Stull recall her mother? She's not worthy that name,

For her face is now lying in the cold grave at rest.

Then other picture of the stuff that is nursed from her breast.

Oh, snuffers and puffers, ye slaves of the weed,

Is your path clear to the grave in your hope more indeed! Are you snuffing and puffing to the glory of God?

Are you traveling the pathway on Salvation road?

You'll confess that you're angry, and cross and all wrong.

When you're craving a chew and you plig it all good;

O where does your patience and religion then.

On a plug of tobacco or home in the sky.

Ye slaves of the wood, heed the words that I say.

Lay down your tobacco, no long or delay.

For Jesus is calling to you and to me,

"Save you and cleanse you and let you go free."

Now you surely confess that my story is true.

Then how can you continue to smoke, dip or chew?

Quit sniffing and puffing, to be wise and free.

And, for a poisonous Can-a-ly light beard,

The Bowie Echo.

THE WEEK BEFORE CHRISTMAS.
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SANTA CLAUSE

Will be at

ELIDA DRUG STORE

Christmas Eve Day.

Christmas Jewelry, Cut Glass, Toilet Sets and CHRISTMAS GOODS OF ALL KINDS.

The largest stock ever exhibited in Elida now on display.

Will have Special Music that Day.

No matter what you want, you will find it at ELIDA DRUG STORE, Elida, New Mexico.

Newspaper and Magazine Subscription Agency.

Send us your renewals as well as your New Subscriptions.

The Kenna Record.

The KENNA BANK & TRUST CO

Strictly a home institution.

Your patronage solicited.

Very respectfully,

W. B. Scott.

Cashier.

PROOF TO THE CONTRARY

"Mostly Singapore after now me if I'm looking for work."

"Ask god you minnet snuff or sense of honour?"

LOCAL AND PERSONAL

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Claude L. Curley a seven pound girl, mother and daughter doing nicely. Claude is in a critical condition and is still calling for help, but it is thought at time of going to press that he will recover.

The first real scene of the season began falling day-light Tuesday evening and continued up to six o'clock in the evening. It simply poured down all through it never measured more than three inches deep at any time, it being warm enough to melt quite a little as it fell. It will add greatly to the already fine season in the ground, as it was so heavy with water being almost like rain.

WANTED TO BUY:

A fairly heavy house 14 by 16 ft. by 20 ft. Address this office.

We have just learned of the death of T. B. E. Douglas of Elida last week, and that he was buried Saturday afternoon. He was one of the best Postmaster for special medical treatment but we have not been able to learn the particulars of his illness.

The R. R. section crews George Jones and H. S. Morey are here this week to lay the track and ex tend the siding at this place. A lot of work long and very much work. W. T. Johnson and his crew are at Elida at this time on the main line of work.

Just received an assayment of Moss and Ladies undercraper. Have a shipment of Christmas goods in repair. And always on hand a complete assortment of Simple and Fancy Groceries at prices as cheap as the cheapest.

Have just received a case of Wick- ters Biscuit and Tea. When in need of anything in the grocery line, give us a trial. Satisfaction or money refunded.

Yours to Serve,

Jones and Price.

FIRST SHOW OF THE SEASON.

The first real scene of the season began after midnight Monday night continuing up to 2:30 in the morning.

The movie was presented by the Castile Opera House and had a good attendance. The cast consisted of the regular members of the company, and the show was a success.

The cast consisted of the regular members of the company, and the show was a success.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

![Image of a notice for publication with text not legible due to image quality]
E. BROWN ON CHAMPIONSHIP COMMITTEE

FREAK SCORES IN THE EAST:
Harvard, Winner of First Place in Boxing of Eastern Teams, Wins Heiser Without Touchdown.

It is reported as an order of things in football that Harvard is in the running for the eastern teams title, but it has been impossible for the Harvard team to win without a single touchdown. In either of its two most important games, Harvard has defeated Yale and Princeton by field goals only. In every contest thus far, Harvard has been a better team than either, according to the best observers in all parts of the country. If any team had been a better team than Harvard, it would have been mentioned in the records of Harvard-Yale and Harvard-Princeton games.

Charles Edwards Brichley, whose wonderful drop-kicking scored a hit.

In describing Timing apparatus for sports, licensed by C. F. Minor of 189 North avenue, Manhattan, N. Y., the Scientific American says: This invention operates a signal at certain stated intervals. The timing device is adapted to be used in sports and contests where a limited time is allowed for the performance, and also for the execution or the contest, and thereby serving as a check on the official that the official of the contest may not be fair or correct in his timing.

Next Year Will Be a Soney One:
In the season which has just been the most successful one in the history of the National League, all stakes up in a very much higher grade of stakes than it has been. The season was a great success, and there were many out of season. The season was a great success, and there were many out of season. The season was a great success, and there were many out of season.

Suffolk Retreat.

John J. Sullivan, who has known all the great boxers of the day, has announced his retirement from public life. The big fellow will spend the remaining days of his life on a farm purchased with the money gathered from his presence in the ring in the west.

The farmer.

TIMING DEVICE FOR SPORTS

Apparatus is Especially Adapted and Endorsed by the American Association.

The apparatus is designed and constructed for the exclusive use of the American Association and is especially adapted for the exclusive use of the American Association. The apparatus is designed and constructed for the exclusive use of the American Association and is especially adapted for the exclusive use of the American Association.

BOWLER GOING TO GERMANY

Records of American Teams to Compete in Tournament to be Held in Berlin Next Summer.

In an effort to carry off the German championship of a team of American bowlers will compete in the national tournament. There are now competitors there in power, from the best in the country. The team is expected to be a big one, and the members of the organization will make up the team.

The trip will be the fourth one by American bowlers across the Atlantic in search of foreign honors. The first trip in 1901 was a success in every way. The team on that occasion also competed in the German championship, and those who went then were defeated at Col-

The American, twenty in number, carried off the international man trophy and Frederick Schwarz.

Record for Conssecutive Run Made in Pool Match

Edward Ralph is in a packet bil

latch match with Morris Pink at Philadelphia and there is a little, what is known as a claimed to be a new record for a consecutive run, when he pocketed 77 billiard straight. The best run at pool on record is 124, by H. Allen in Boston in 1904, while the highest runs 97 straight, which new rules are said to have been set by H. O. Sherman, was 75, by L. H. Goodwin by the record of 124.

Notices of Sport

Art Holman may be with the New York Element in next season.

Lee Harrett and "Ricky" Kelly Harvard, winner of the first place in the Harvard New York tournament, have scored 150 points on the percentage during three years at Harvard. The period covers one year on the freshman streets and two on the varsity, and the total points are divided as follows: Two (8) tournaments for 150, 9 games, for the 150 points, 6 points for the 150 points.

In two years as a varsity player he has missed 8 points from the field of 22 out of 31 points, and wound up with his high-water mark of 5 points.

TheTool's Stern Warning to Desperate Prisoner

B RIBE is a good story going around the capitol about Congressman Small, who had given a young man a job in the office and whoseogram dominated him to a stove in the office. He was told that he must be off work or be fired.

This week Small stood up at the bar before a country justice of the peace and pronounced Small's fine of 20 dollars against the man who had been in trouble last week.

"I suppose you are going to hang on this boy, that means you," Small said, "it is a very unfair thing to do, and I am going to take him to court."
THOUSANDS OF AVAILABLE HOMESTEADS

Western Canada's Homestead Area Being Increased.

The great rush for homesteads which is reported daily on the U. S. government reveals the fact that more than a million acres are on the market. The number of applications is being made on the part of the American people to get a chance to start something on their own. The difficulty in getting the best crops is because the market for the agricultural lands is of very restricted character to which the people are supposed to belong to the extent that it becomes a necessity for them to take advantage of it. That is the reason why the government is making a large number of applications for the sale of homesteads.

"Yes, a single thought possesses on the mind: The desire to make things go," was the speech of a homesteader who was sending the forty with his homestead application. The majority of squawks of war are thereby stored, yet they do not have to be disposed of. The homesteaders are trying to make their way through the years of youth. Mr. John, who has made a good start in homesteading, says: "Mr. Smith, the former governor of Palos Verdes Estates, was on a visit to the city and he spent the whole day in his homestead. He went through the streets of the city and he made a speech which was very much enjoyed by the people." The governor is a popular figure and a leader in the homesteading movement.

Proximity.

"You don't think Hitchcock's eyes are too big?" "Yes, they are a bit oversize.""One of the Guggenheims.

"There is nothing like putting the best feet foremost—getting the best box on the matter," said Charles Guggenheim, the former governor of a recent Baltimore address.

"Why shouldn't we emulate Mr. Smith, our mayor, who was a homesteader," said Mr. Smith. The former governor said: "We should emulate Mr. Smith, the former governor, in the sense of getting the best box on the matter." The governor is a popular figure and a leader in the homesteading movement.

Mr. Smith, the former governor of Palos Verdes Estates, was on a visit to the city and he spent the whole day in his homestead. He went through the streets of the city and he made a speech which was very much enjoyed by the people." The governor is a popular figure and a leader in the homesteading movement.

The Typewriter for the Rural Business Man

Whether you are a small town merchant or a farmer, you need a typewriter.

If you are a merchant, try the L. C. Smith & Bros. Typewriter, it is simple, compact, complete. If you are a farmer, try the L. C. Smith & Bros. Typewriter. It is a simple, compact, complete.

Send in the attached coupon and we will give special attention to your typewriter needs.
The Business Farmer

The SAFE farm magazine

ONLY $1 A YEAR

Endorsed by Over 10,000 Farmers
Edited solely to meet their needs.

All Kinds of Job Work
usually done at The Kenna Record Office.
We carry a nice line of
Writing papers, Envelopes,
Books, Statements, Invoices, etc.
Your patronage solicited.

Do you know
The Youth's Companion
as it is to-day?
Improved and broadened in its scope. Enlarged by the
addition of a Special Family Page--Boys' Page, Girls' Page and Clubs.

FREE TO JAN. 1st

The Youth's Companion, 350 North Avenue. A remarkable
Editioned Page. Current Events and Science. A wealth of variety
and quality, and all of it best.

Remember—52 Times a Year, Not 12

Great Family Combination Offer
We do not know of any Family Weekly that we can more heartily
recommend to our readers than The Youth's Companion. It gives
us pleasure, therefore, to announce that we have arranged with the
publishers to make the following offer.

The Youth's Companion and The Kenna Record one year
for $2.50.

Lumber, Hardware, Building Material, Farm Implements, staple and Fancy
GROCERIES,
Tanks, Well Casing, Water Troughs.
KENNA LUMBER COMPANY.